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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is widely accepted that the St. Venant equations for open channels form a strong basis for 
computational models of river flow, and well-known umerical schemes are employed to determine 
the solution of practical problems [1-6]. Such models are well established tools in engineering 
practice, and provide quantitative information on discharge, velocity and level for a variety of 
purposes, including flood defense design, navigation, flood forecasting, flood plain zoning, dam- 
break analysis, and irrigation scheme control. In a recent paper [7], three finite difference schemes 
based on numerical characteristic decomposition were compared in terms of their computational 
efficiency when applied to the one-dimensional shallow water equations. The schemes differed 
through the use of alternative averaging procedures. The conclusions were that any one of the 
schemes could be used in practice with no one incurring a great amount of extra expense over 
and above any of the others. In this paper, we seek to extend these basic schemes for the one- 
dimensional shallow water equations to be applicable to the one-dimensional St. Venant equations 
governing rough-turbulent flow of water in an open channel, and to the two-dimensional shallow 
water equations. We see that two approaches are possible in the former model. In a companion 
paper, we present and compare the numerical results obtained when using these schemes on a 
range of problems. 
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The St. Venant equations governing the rough-turbulent flow of water in an open channel 
modelling physical applications as described above can be written as 
wt + f~ = b, (2.1) 
where 
w = (A, Q)T  (2.2a) 
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and 
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(2.2b) 
b(w) = 0 , -9A  ~x + -  (2.2c) 
These equations represent conservation ofmass and momentum, and the 'source term' b(w) arises 
through the variation in the channel bottom and frictional effects. The quantities A = A(x , t )  
and Q = Q(x, t )  = Au(x , t ) ,  represent the cross-sectional rea and massflow, respectively, at a 
general position x measured along the channel, and at time t, where u is the fluid velocity. The 
gravitational constant is represented by g. We consider the case where the channel is locally 
rectangular, so that 
A = B(x)d(x ,  t), 
where B is the breadth and d the depth. The height is then h = h(x, t) = d(x, t) +z(x),  where z is 
the height of the river bed. Also K = AIM (hydraulic radius) 2/3, where Manning's constant M 
is taken as 0.03, and the hydraulic radius = A/wetted perimeter = A/ (2A/B  + B). This value 
of M and the form of K are found empirically and used widely for many problems. Equations 
(2.1)-(2.2c) can then be written in two different ways, leading to two different formulations. We 
discuss each of these in turn. 
3. ALTERNATIVE  FORMULATIONS 
3.1.  Formulat ion  1 
In the first formulation, we rewrite equations (2.1)-(2.2c), after some manipulation, as 
wt + fx + Dhx = e, (3.1) 
where 
w = (A, Au) T, (3.2a) 
f(w) = (Au, Au~) T , (3.2b) 
as before, 
h(w) = (0, 
(00)  
D 0 -~ 
(32c) 
(3.2d) 
and • 
c(w) = 0, g--~TB'(x) - gAz ' (x)  - O.O009gAulu I 2A /B  + B (3.2e) 
Equation (3.1) has been written so that the right-hand side does not contain any derivatives of 
the flow variables A and Q = Au. The 'source term' c(w) arises through the variable breadth 
and depth of the channel, and the frictional effects. 
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3.2. Formulat ion  2 
In the second formulation, we rewrite equations (2.1)-(2.2c) as 
Wt + F~ = C, 
where 
and 
(3.3) 
W = (¢, CU) T, (3.4a) 
F(W) = (¢u, ¢u ~ + , (3.4b) 
( ( o)h • 
C(W)  = uCB'B ' Cu2S'B gCz' - O.O009gCulu ] 2¢~--gB , (3.4c) 
with u = u(x,t)  as before, and ¢ = ¢(x,t)  = gd(x,t) = g(h(x,t) - z(x)), as the dependent 
variables. Equation (3.3) has been written so that the right-hand side does not contain any 
derivatives of the flow variables ¢ and u. Again, the 'source term' C(W)  arises through variations 
in the channel and friction. 
We note that in the special case of a channel of infinite width, or constant cross-section, B(x) =- 
constant, then the two formulations are interchangeable. In particular, the variables are related 
through gA = Be, so that 
B B _B 
w=--W,  f+Dh= F, c=- -C  and f~+Dhx= Fx. 
g g g g 
4. NUMERICAL  SCHEME 
4.1. Formulat ion  1. L inear isat ion 
Assuming the numerical solution at any time consists of a set of constant states, then con- 
sider the interval [xj-1, xj] =-- [XL, XR], denote by WL, w R the approximations to w at XL, XR, 
respectively, and rewrite equation (3.1) as 
Of Oh 
wt + ~wx + D~wx = c(w), (4.1) 
which can be solved approximately via upwind differencing applied to the associated linearised 
Riemann problem 
+ + : c (w) ,  (4.2) Wt 
with data WL, W R either side of the point xj-1/2, where the matrices t~(WL, wR) , D(WL,WR) 
and /~(WL, WR) are constant. We then use the approximate form of equation (4.2) 
w~+l -- W~ 
+ (F  + b /~)  (w~-  w~) = 5. (wn) (4.3) 
At Ax ' 
where ~ is an approximation to c, and P may be L or R. The matrix D is assumed to have the 
form (00) 
= g , (4.4) b 0 
where B is an average of B(XL) and B(xR). The matrices _F and/~ are approximations to the 
Jacobian matrices F = and H = ow~ J, ~w f (w) Oh [w~ respectively, and are constructed so that 
_~Aw = Af  (4.5a) 
and 
$ /Aw = Ah, (4.55) 
for all arbitrary jumps Aw, where A(.) = ( ' )R - ( ' )L .  This ensures that the scheme is conservative 
and jump capturing. 
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4.2. Const ruct ion  
The solution of this problem is not unique, and three possible alternatives are given in [7], in 
the case of a channel of uniform cross-section. Retaining the notation of reference [7], the three 
corresponding alternatives here, are as follows. The derivation of each of these is contained in 
Appendix A. We label the three cases as a, fl, and 7. Case c¢ arises through the usual 'square 
root' averaging; Case fl arises through the use of arithmetic averaging; and Case 3' arises through 
a modification of the arithmetic averaging as discussed in [7]. 
CASE O~. Here 
and 
where 
and 
(0 00) /~ = g~ = ~ , 
1 A -4=[ (L+AR)  (4.7a) 
v/-ALUL q- V~RUR 
= V/AL + V~R (4.7b) 
The term _A represents a spatially averaged cross-sectionM area for the channel, and ~ represents 
a weighted average of the fluid velocity. 
CASE ft. Here 
and o) 
where .~ is as in (4.7a), 
and 
1 
denoting arithmetic and geometric averages of the fluid velocity. 
CASE 3`. Here  
0 1) 
-~u* 2u 
and (0 00) t /=  tL  = ~ , 
where fi, is again given in (4.7a), ~ is given in (4.9a), 
Au 
U* -~- ---~ , 
where 
- -  1 
Au = -~ (ALUL "4- ARur~) 
and 
1 = ~(~+u' ) ,  
again denoting weighted averages of the fluid velocity. 
In all three cases, since no specific average/? results, we take 
1 B 1 (B(xL) + B(xrt)) /~ =/?  = ~( L +BR)  = 5 
for computational efficiency. 
(4.8a) 
(4.8b) 
(4.9a) 
(4.9b) 
(4.10a) 
(4.10b) 
(4.11a) 
(4.11b) 
(4.11c) 
(4.12) 
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4.3. Approximation for 
Following the averages determined above, a natural approximation for ~ can be obtained in 
each case by replacing the flow variables by their appropriate average, e.g., for case c~ we would 
take T 
a= O,g--~ Ax  gA~-~x-O'OOO9g'A~J~J 2A/B+B (4.13) 
4.4. Approximate Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 
To complete the scheme it is necessary to know the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of F + D/~, 
and these are different for each of the three cases above. Tables 1 and 2 show the eigenvalues 
Ai,2 and the eigenvectors el,2 for each case. 
Table 1. 
X~ i~,2 i ~ 1,2 1,2 
Table 2. 
1,2 
is given in (4.7b) and 
~o = - - _  , (4.14) 
with A,/~ given in (4.7a), (4.12), fi is given in (4.9a) and 
(~  1 )1/5 
~ = + ~ (a~)  ~ , (4.15/ 
u is given in (4.11c) and 
(Note that in each case the matrix of Oh + D-b--~w = F + DH has eigenvalues and eigenvectors given 
above in the limit WL,W R - " *  W.) 
Finally, the scheme is completed by applying upwind differencing to (4.2), together with a 
second-order, monotonicity preserving mechanism such as flux limiters, in the case where F = F~ 
or ~ ort~ 
5. NUMERICAL  SCHEME 
5.1. Formulation 2. Linearisation 
Consider the interval [xj- i ,  xj] _ [XL, ZR] and denote by WL,WR the approximations to W 
at XL, xR, respectively. We now rewrite equation (3.3) as 
aF C(W), Wt + ~-~W~ = (s . i )  
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and solve approximately the associated linearised Riemann problem 
Wt + ~?W~ : C(W), (5.2) 
with data WL, WR either side of the point xj-1/z, where the matrix/)(WL, WR), is constant. 
We then use the approximate form of equation (5.2) 
W~ +~ - W~ + ~(W~ - W~) _ ~ (W") (5.3) 
At Ax ' 
where (~ is an approximation to C, and P may be L or R. The matrix/~ is an approximation to
the Jacobian E OF (W~ and is constructed so that = 0W~ J 
EAW : AF, (5.4) 
for all arbitrary jumps AW, where A(.) : (')R--(')L. This ensures that the scheme is conservative 
and jump capturing. 
5.2. Construct ion 
The solution of equation (5.4) is again not unique and three possible alternatives along the 
lines of those in Section 4 can be considered. The derivations are contained in Appendix B. 
CASE Ol. Here 
E=/ )~= _~2 2~ ' 
where 
1 
= ~ (eL + CR) (5.6a) 
and 
v /~ + ~ (5.6b) 
The term ¢ represents a spatially averaged surface levation, and ~2 represents a weighted average 
of the fluid velocity. 
CASE /3. Here 
/ )=/ )~= (q 0_~2 2~1)' (5.7) 
where ¢ is as in (5.6a), 
and 
1 
= ~ (uL + uR) (5.8a) 
(5Sb) ~:  UV/~-UR, 
denoting arithmetic and geometric averages of the fluid velocity. 
CASE "/. Here (0 
E:~L= ~-~u* 26 ' 
where ¢ is again given in (5.6a), ~ is given in (5.8a), 
Cu 
where - -  1 
Cu = ~ (¢Lur + ~RuR) 
and 
1 : ~(~+u*) ,  
again denoting weighted averages of the fluid velocity. 
(5.9) 
(5.1oa) 
(5.10b) 
(5.1Oc) 
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5.3. Approx imat ion  for (~ 
Following the averages determined above, a natural approximation for (~ can again be obtained 
in each case by replacing the flow variables by their approximate average, e.g., for case c~ we would 
take 
= "5¢ AB ~2q~ AB -Az  (5.11) 
B Ax '  B Ax - gCA-~x - 0.0009g¢~,1~] ~Tg- -B  
where 
1 B 1 [~ = "~( L + BR) ---- -~(B(xL) + B(XR)),  (5.12) 
for computational efficiency. 
5.4. Approximate Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 
To complete the scheme we give the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of each of the/~ matrices, 
and then upwind differencing can be applied in each case as in Section 4. Tables 3 and 4 show 
the eigenvalues A1,2 and eigenvectors el,2 for each case. 
Table 3. 
1,2 
Table 4. 
is given in (5.6b) and 
= ( )1/2 
with ¢ given in (5.6a), ~ is given in (5.8a) and 
(5.13) 
1 2\ 1/2 
) , (5.14) 
is given in (5.10c) and 
\ 8¢ ] " (5.15) 
OF = E has eigenvalues and eigenvectors given above in the (Note that in each case the matrix b-W 
limit WL,  WR -~ W.)  
6. EXTENSION TO TWO DIMENSIONS 
The two-dimensional St. Venant equations governing open channel flows can be written in 
conservation form as 
,% + f% + (~v = t + g, (6.1) 
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where 
/~(w) 
d(w) 
t(w) 
g(w)  
: (¢ ,  CU, q~V) T , (6 .2a)  
= Cu,¢u 2 + -~-, Cuv , (6.25) 
= (¢v,¢uv,¢v2 + ¢---~), (6.2c) 
= (0, gO(hx - sz), 0) T , (6.3@ 
= (O,O,g¢(hy - Sy)) T , (6.3b) 
and 
¢ = g(r] + h). (6.4) 
The quantities ¢ = ¢(x, y, t), and u = u(x, y, t), and v = v(x, y, t), represent g multiplied by the 
total height above the bottom of the channel and the components of the fluid velocity in the x 
and y directions, respectively; at a general position x, y and at time t. The gravitational constant 
is represented by g and the undisturbed epth of the water is given by h(x, y). The elevation 
= ~(x, y, t) above the plane y = 0 is measured in the vertical y direction. The quantities Sx, sy 
are the slopes of the energy grade lines in the x-, y-directions, respectively, and are determined 
from the steady-state friction formulae (in SI units) 
"~X - -  
By- -  
n2uv~ + v 2 
(¢/g)4/3 , (6.5a) 
n2vv~ + v 2 
(¢/9)4/3 , (6.5b) 
where n represents Manning's roughness coefficient. Alternatively, the following form could be 
used 
guv/~ + v2 (6.6a) 
sx - ¢C  2 , 
9V~/U2 + V2 (6.6b) 
sy - ¢C 2 , 
where C is Ch~zy's flow friction coefficient. 
We propose solving equation (6.1) using similar ideas to those given in Sections 3 and 4, in 
particular, the technique of operator splitting, i.e., solve successively 
wt + ~"x = I" (6.7a) 
and 
qct + I~y = g, (6.7b) 
along x- and y-coordinate lines, respectively, noting that the vectors f and g are associated with 
the x and y directions, respectively. For the scheme in the x-direction we require a matrix J such 
that 
z~F = yA ,~,  (6.8) 
for all jumps A~¢. 
There are three simple solutions to (6.8) which are generalisations of those in Section 3 and 4. 
Again, Case a arises through the 'square-root' average; Case /3 arises through the arithmetic 
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average; and Case "y arises through a modified arithmetic average. The proofs are contained in 
Appendix C; the results are as follows. 
CASE C~. Here (o 
j=&= ,~-~ 
where 
1o) 
2fi 0 , 
V U 
(6.9) 
$ = ~-(¢L + ¢n), 
= v/-~uL + v/-~un 
~, = v '~vr  + V '~VR 
v~+v~ ' 
(6.10a) 
(6.10b) 
(6.10c) 
and the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors are 
and 
1,2,3 
( 1,2 : 1,?~'~- a ,~ 
~ = (0, O, 1) T, 
(6.11a-c) 
(6.12a,b) 
(6.12c) 
where 
~ a ~__ q~l/2. (6.13) 
CASE /~. Here 
where ¢ is as in (6.103), 
(o 1!) 
J = Je = _ ~2 2~ , 
\ -~5 
(6.14) 
1 
1 
= ~(vL + vR), 
a = Uvr47~, 
1 
u~ = -~(uLvn + unvL), 
(6.15a) 
(6.15b) 
(6.15c) 
(6.15d) 
and the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors are 
and 
1,2,3 : ~" -4- ~f3 ?~ 
AuAv'] T 
~,2= 1,fi±~Z,V:k 4--~-- / , 
~g = (0, 0 ,1)L  
(6.16a-c) 
(6.173,b) 
(6.17c) 
where 
1 (Au)2 /1 /2  ~= ~+~ (6.18) 
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CASE ~'. Here ( 0 
y=y~= 1 ~-'~u* 
-3  (~v* + u*~) 
where ¢ is as in (6.10a), fi, ~ as in (6.15a-b), 
Cu 
U* - -  - -  ¢ '  
. Cv  
6 '  
- -  1 
Cu = ~ (¢LuL + CRUR), 
- -  1 
Cv = ~ (¢LvL + CRvR), 
- 1 = ~ (~ + ~*), 
v=2- l(9+v,), 
and the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors are 
2~ 
~ 
i v g ± ~,  
1,2 ,3  ~--- 
and 
e3 : (0,0,1) T, 
T 
(6.19) 
(6.20a) 
(6.20b) 
(6.20c) 
(6.20d) 
(6.2oe) 
(6.20f) 
(6.21a-c) 
(6.22a,b) 
(6.22c) 
where 
\ - - -gg - /  . (6.2a) 
For each case, in the limit ~rc, ~¢R --* w, then J --* J = ~ the continuous Jacobian. The ap- 
proximation to f the source term in (6.7a) will take the form of (6.3a) with appropriate averaging 
of the variables. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
Conservative finite difference schemes are presented for the solution of the one-dimensional 
shallow water equations in open channels, and represent generalisations of schemes presented 
recently. Two formulations have been pursued, and an extension to two-dimensional flows has 
been made. In a companion paper, the schemes are tested on a variety of problems. 
APPENDIX  A 
Here we derive the averages in Section 4.2 in the three cases. The principal idea in each case 
is to express differences in the conserved variables w, and the flux variables f(w), in terms of 
differences of parameter vector variables, which are chosen to give simple expressions for the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the resulting approximate Jacobians. 
CASE OL Here we write 
Aw =/~Ap,  (A1) 
Af  = GAp,  (A2) 
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where w = (A, Au) T, f = (Au, Au2) T and p = (v~,  v/Au) T. Using the identities 
AA= 2v/-AA (v/-A), 
A(A~) = ~uA (~)  + ~A (~) ,  
(A3) 
(A4) 
where the difference A(.) = (')R-- (')L, and the overbar i = 1/2[(-)L + (')R] denotes the arithmetic 
mean, we have 
v~u v~ " (A5) 
Also, using (A4) and 
A (Au 2) = 2v/-AuA (v~u)  , (A6) 
we have 
0 2V '~u)"  (A7) 
Af  = GE-1hw,  (A8) 
Combining (A1) and (A2) yields 
so that a solution of (4.5a) is ( o ,) 
(A9) 
so that the matrix in (A9) is that in (4.6a), where ~ = v/-Au/vl-A as in (4.7b). 
Secondly, since 
(a  2) = 2/ iAA,  
then 
has a solution 
where h = (0, A2/2) -r as in (4.6b). 
and (4.10b). 
CASE ~. Here we write 
(A10) 
Ah = HAw,  (Al l )  
/;r = (A  00), (A12) 
The latter is also true for cases 13 and 7 given by (4.8b) 
Aw = Raq,  (A13) 
Af = LAq, (A14) 
where w and f are as above, and q = (A, u) q-. Using the identities 
AA = AA, 
A(Au) = fiAA +/ ]Au,  
(A15) 
(A16) 
we have 
and using (A6) and 
(1 o) 
R= a i i , (Alr) 
A (Au 2) = ~AA + .4A (u 2) _-- ~AA + 2A~Au, (A18) 
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we have 
so that a solution of (4.5a) is 
'g "4 ) (A19) L= ~ 2,ia ' 
0 1 ) (A20) P= LR-~ = -~-  2~ 2 2~ ' 
since 
Af = L /£- IAw,  (A21) 
from (A13) and (A14). However, 
u --g - 2~ 2 = -t22, (A22) 
by direct computation, where 5 is given in (4.9b), and thus, the matrix in (A22) is that in (4.8a). 
CASE ")'. Here we again write 
Aw =/ (Aq ,  (A23) 
Af = LAq, (A24) 
where w, f, and q are as above. Using the identities (A15) and (A16), we again have 
1 0 ) (A25) 
R= e ~ i , 
as in (A17), but this time using (A16) and 
A (Au 2) = A(gu.u) = )--uAu + ~A(du) = AuAu + ft (fi.Au + ~AA) = fi2AA + 2fi, uAu, (A26) 
where u is given in (4.11c), we have 
L=(~ A)  (A27) 
~2 2Au " 
Combining (A23) and (A24) yields 
so that a solution of (4.5a) is 
Af = L /~- IAw,  (A28) 
0 1 ) (A29) 
[~= LR- I  = e 2 - 2~u 2~ 
However, since 
~2 _ 2~ = ~ (~ - 2~) = -~* ,  
using (4.11c), and thus, the matrix in (A29) is that in (4.10a). 
(A30) 
APPENDIX  B 
The derivation of the averages in Section 5.2 follows exactly that of Appendix A for all three 
cases except hat the variable A is replaced by ¢, and the corresponding averages are now ¢, ~ = 
v/¢u/v/¢, u* = "¢u/¢, and u = 1/2(~ + u*). Also, the vectors w and f are replaced by W = 
(¢, Cu) -r and F = (¢u, Cu 2 + ¢2/2)T, so that only a single matr ix/)  is required since F contains 
the term ¢~/2 which requires pecial treatment. The representation f A(¢ 2) in terms of A(v~) 
is given in Appendix C and a similar treatment is required here for Case a. Finally, the vectors 
p, q are replaced by (v~, v~u) q- and (¢, u) n-, respectively. 
Ati = PAti, (Cl) 
A$ = aA@, (C2) 
where * = cd,&, 4~)~~ j? = (#% $2/2 + $k2, &v)~, and fi = (4, &u, &$?I)~, SO that 
A@ = (jp-‘A&, (C3) 
and hence, a solution of (6.8) is 
J = @-‘. (C4) 
As in Appendix A we write 
A+ = 2&A (&> 1 (C5) 
A(b) = &A (v’?) + ZA (&Pu) , (W 
and 
so that 
Also, 
where 
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Here we derive the averages in Section 5 in the three cases. The rationale is as described in 
Appendix A. 
CASE Q. Here we write 
A(h) = +A (~6) + &A (&J) , (C7) 
P=(%j + 4). (C8) 
A (p) = 4G3j2A (A) , (C9) 
-312 1 
4 =- 4 (&/2+hi$2 +&‘2ch +g2), 
A @u”> = 2&uA (,/$u) , 
and 
A($uv) = &uAv + &&AU, 
(ClO) 
(Cl11 
(Cl21 
so that with (C6) gives 
The matrix in (C4) is therefore, 
0 1 0 
~312 
z2- 4 
( ) 
2k& 0 
YGG fi 
(C13) 
(C14) 
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so that the matrix in (C14) is that in (6.9), where ~ = v 'Tu /x /7 ,  ga = v~v/v /7  as in (6.lOb) 
and (6.10c), and since 
:3/2 1 /¢a/2 a .~1/2 z 3/2"~ 1(  1/2) 
= ~ ~ ~ + ~ + ¢~/~¢~ + ~ ) = ~ ¢~ + ¢~ (¢~ + ¢~) = v¢~.  (C15) 
CASE /5. Here we write 
Aq¢ =/~A~I, (C16) 
A~" = gA~l, (C17) 
where ~t, ~" are as above, and ¢t = (¢, u, v) r .  Combining (C16) and (C17) first gives 
A~" = g/~-lA~¢, (C18) 
so that a solution of (6.8) is 
As in Appendix A we write 
2 = gR-*. (c19) 
A¢ = z~¢, (c20) 
zx(¢u) = ?2/\¢ + &Xu, (c21) 
zX(¢v) = ~zx¢ + 6~,  (c22) 
so that 
and using (C21), 
(1o ) 
k= 72 q~ 
0 
(c23) 
and 
a (~)  : 2&x, ,  
zx (¢u =) = ;~zx¢ + 2$?2zxu, 
zX(¢u~) = ~A¢ + a~Au + ~?2Av, 
(c24) 
(c25) 
(C26) 
gives 
The matrix in (C19) is therefore, 
g= ¢+~ 2~;~ (C27) 
2 = g/)- i  = 
( o 
¢ + u 2 -- 2?22 2?2 
h-~ -- 2?29 
(c28) 
and this is the matrix in (6.14) since 
u-g_ 2?22 = _~ (c29) 
and 
u"~ - 2~2~ = -u~,  (C30) 
where ~, ~-~ are given in (6.15c) and (6.15d). 
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CASE ~. Here we again write 
(C31) 
(Ca2) 
where @, f, ~1 are as above. Using the identities (C20), (C21), (C22) we again have (lo ) 
~= ~ 
0 
(ca3) 
as in (C23), but  this t ime using (C21), 
(C34) 
where ~ is given in (6.20e) and 
A(¢uv) = ~A¢ + ¢gAu + ¢~Av, (c35) 
where 9 is given in (6.20f), we have 
( ~ ~ 0) 
= ~ + ~2 2~ 0 (C36) 
The matr ix  ( 0 1i) 
- -  _T .  
uv  - u~ - vu  
which is the matr ix  in (6.19) since 
(C37) 
and 
~2 _ 2~u = -~u*  (C38) 
- - 1 
uv - u9  - v~ = -5  (~v*  + u*~), (C39) 
where u* and v* are given in (6.20a) and (6.20b). 
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